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Classical Sparta 1989-01-01 this collection first published in 1989 investigates aspects of the spartan polity which have often been
overlooked or underestimated viewed at least until the renaissance as the epitome of classical virtues sparta has in the last two centuries
suffered a rapid decline in reputation among liberal minded scholars repelled by many of the repressive measures employed by this
remarkably successful city state which for centuries dominated mainland greece recent studies have emphasised permanent problems
which beset sparta the small size of her citizen body the tensions between noble spartiates and commoners the ambiguous role of women
and of course the helots classical sparta techniques behind her success seeks to present this intriguing polis by exploring how its
perennial difficulties were for so long ingeniously overcome specifically the essays in this volume address themselves to broadly
ideological issues demonstrating how skilful propaganda and deception contributed significantly to the longevity of the spartan state
Classical Sparta (Routledge Revivals) 2014-02-04 an investigation of the role of the feast as a cultural focus for the classical world
Dining in a Classical Context 1991 examining every aspect of the culture from antiquity to the founding of constantinople in the early
byzantine era this thoroughly cross referenced and fully indexed work is written by an international group of scholars this encyclopedia
is derived from the more broadly focused encyclopedia of greece and the hellenic tradition the highly praised two volume work newly
edited by nigel wilson this single volume reference provides a comprehensive and authoritative guide to the political cultural and social
life of the people and to the places ideas periods and events that defined ancient greece
Encyclopedia of Ancient Greece 2013-10-31 this book is not another history of the dance in ancient greece but wants to lay the
groundwork on which such a history should properly be build the three preliminary studies offered here are first an extensive
historiography of the subject which seeks to illuminate where we stand at present in reference to the large amount of work done on
ancient greek dance for the past 500 years secondly an exercise in source criticism embracing both texts and imagery in order to
establish the limits to which we can push any investigation and thirdly an attempt at model building to provide an explicit theoretical
framework for future research this is the first time that some of the approaches of the new dance scholarship which has arisen during
the past few decades have been systematically applied to the dancing of the ancient world
Attractive Performances 2023-07-17 offers an introduction to the central period of greek history for students of classics this title
constructs the relevant historical periods from the age of colonization to alexander the great
Aspects of Greek History 750–323BC 2010-02-25 one of classical greece s most worldly and lucid writers xenophon across his many
works gave a restless criticism of power democratic oligarchic and autocratic from military campaigns in which he took part through the
great powers of his day sparta persia athens to modes of control within the household he observed intimately and often with partisan
passion in this work a leading french hellenist vincent azoulay analyses across xenophon s diverse texts the techniques by which the
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greek writer recommends that leaders should manipulate through gifts and personal allure though mystique dazzling appearance
exemplary behaviour strategic absences and occasional terror xenophon analyses ways in which a powerful few might triumphantly
replace the erratic democracies and self indulgent oligarchies of his day first published in french in 2004 to international acclaim this
book is here translated for the first time revised and updated
Xenophon and the Graces of Power 2018-12-31 timothy doran examines both causes and consequences of the spartiate population decline
in the classical and hellenistic periods surveying representative modern scholarship and offering new conclusions on this important
phenomenon that crucially affected greek interstate history
Spartan Oliganthropia 2018-11-26 jean ducat is the leading french authority on classical sparta here is what is likely to be seen as his
magnum opus ducat systematically collects translates and evaluates the sources famous and obscure alike for spartan education he deploys
his familiar combination of good judgement and uncompromising recognition of the limits to our knowledge while drawing at times on
aspects of french structuralism this book is likely to become the definitive reference on its subject while also informing and provoking
the future work of others sparta was admitted by greeks generally even by its athenian enemies to be the school of hellas ducat s work
is thus a major contribution to our understanding of greek ideas and indeed to the history of education
Spartan Education 2006-12-01 this is the first book length examination of spartan women covering over a thousand years in the history
of women from both the elite and lower classes classicist sarah b pomeroy comprehensively analyzes ancient texts and archaeological
evidence to construct the world of these elusive though much noticed females sparta has always posed a challenge to ancient historians
because information about the society is relatively scarce most existing scholarship on sparta concerns the military history of the city and
its heavily male dominated social structure almost as if there were no women in sparta yet perhaps the most famous of mythic greek
women menelaus wife helen the cause of the trojan war was herself a spartan written by one of the leading authorities on women in
antiquity spartan women reconstructs the lives and the world of sparta s women including how their status changed over time and how
they held on to their surprising autonomy proceeding through the archaic classical hellenistic and roman periods spartan women
includes discussions of education family life reproduction religion and athletics
Spartan Women 2002-07-11 in modern history china has been primarily a land power dominating smaller states along its massive
continental flanks but china s turn toward the sea is now very much a reality as evident in its stunning rise in global shipbuilding
markets its vast and expanding merchant marine the wide offshore reach of its energy and minerals exploration companies its growing
fishing fleet and indeed its increasingly modern navy yet for all these achievements there is still profound skepticism regarding china s
potential as a genuine maritime power beijing must still import the most vital subcomponents for its shipyards maritime governance
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remains severely bureaucratically challenged and the navy evinces at least as of yet little enthusiasm for significant blue water power
projection capabilities this volume provides a truly comprehensive assessment of prospects for china s maritime development by
situating these important geostrategic phenomena within a larger world historical context china is hardly the only land power in history
to attempt transformation by fostering sea power many continental powers have elected or been impelled to transform themselves into
significant maritime powers in order to safeguard their strategic position or advance their interests we examine cases of attempted
transformation from the persian empire to the soviet union and determine the reasons for their success or failure too many works on
china view the nation in isolation of course china s history and culture are to some extent exceptional but building intellectual fences
actually hinders the effort to understand china s current development trajectory without underestimating the enduring pull of china s
past as it relates to threats to the country s internal stability and its landward borders this comparative study provides reason to believe
that china has turned the corner on a genuine maritime transformation if that proves indeed to be the case it would be a remarkable if
not singular event in the history of the last two millennia
China Goes to Sea 2009-07-01 this is the fifth volume from the international sparta seminar in the series founded by anton powell and
stephen hodkinson thomas j figueira is here the editor of sixteen papers fifteen are new the other is newly translated from the french
among the authors are most of the world s leading authorities on the history of sparta there are particular concentrations of papers on
spartan women the economy of sparta helots and messenians xenophon and sparta and the modern reception of sparta
Spartan Society 2004-12-31 money warfare and power in the ancient world offers twelve papers analysing the processes consequences
and problems involved in the monetization of warfare and its connection to political power in antiquity the contributions explore not
only how powerful men and states used money and coinage to achieve their aims but how these aims and methods had often already
been shaped by the medium of coined money typically with unintended consequences these complex relationships between money
warfare and political power both personal and collective are explored across different cultures and socio political systems around the
ancient mediterranean ranging from pharaonic egypt to late antique europe this volume is also a tribute to the life and impact of
professor matthew trundle an inspiring teacher and scholar who was devoted to promoting the discipline of classics in new zealand and
beyond at the time of his death he was writing a book on the wider importance of money in the greek world a central piece of this
research is incorporated into this volume completed by one of his former students christopher de lisle additionally trundle had situated
himself at the centre of a wide ranging conversation on the nature of money and power in antiquity the contributions of scholars of
ancient monetization in this volume bring together many of the threads of those conversions further advancing a field which matthew
trundle had worked so tirelessly to promote
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Money, Warfare and Power in the Ancient World 2024-01-11 the image of sparta and the spartans is one dyed indelibly into the public
consciousness musclebound soldiers with long hair and red cloaks bearing shiny bronze shields emblazoned with the greek letter lambda
this is sparta bellows leonidas on the silver screen as he decides to lead his 300 warriors to their deaths at thermopylae but what was
sparta the myths surrounding sparta are as old as the city itself even in antiquity sparta was a unique society considered an enigma the
spartans who fought for freedom against the persians called themselves equals or peers but their equality was reliant on the ruthless
exploitation of the indigenous population known as helots the spartans often bizarre rules and practices have the capacity to horrify as
much they do to fascinate us today athenian writers were intrigued and appalled in equal measure by a society where weak or disabled
babies were said to have been examined carefully by state officials before being dumped off the edge of a cliff even today their lurid
stories have shaped our image of sparta a society in which cowards were forced to shave off half their beards to dress differently from
their peers and who were ultimately shunned to the extent that suicide seemed preferable equally appalling to us today is the brutal
krypteia a spartan rite of passage where teenagers were sent into the countryside armed with a knife and ordered to eliminate the
biggest and most dangerous helots but the truth behind these stories of the exotic other can be hard to discover lost amongst the legend
of sparta which was even perpetuated by later spartans who ran a thriving tourist industry that exaggerated the famed brutality of their
ancestors as andrew bayliss explores in this book there was also much to admire in ancient sparta such as the spartans state run education
system which catered even to girls or the fact that sparta was almost unparalleled in the pre modern world in allowing women a clear
voice with no fewer than forty sayings by spartan women preserved in our sources this book reveals the best and the worst of the
spartans separating myth from reality
The Spartans 2020-07-10 this textbook is endorsed by ocr and supports the specification for as and a level ancient history first teaching
september 2017 it covers the whole of component 1 both the compulsory period study and the three optional depth studies period study
relations between greek states and between greek and non greek states 492 404 bc by steve matthews and james renshaw depth study
the politics and society of sparta 478 404 bc by charlie cottam depth study the politics and culture of athens c 460 399 bc by david l s
hodgkinson and james renshaw depth study the rise of macedon 359 323 bc by lucy nicholas how and why did a small group of city
states defy the might of the persian empire why did the same city states subsequently descend into 60 years of conflict among
themselves were sparta and athens very different how did alexander later redefine the greek world these are the sort of questions that
you are required to consider for a level ancient history this book investigates how the birth of democracy and the defeat of persia
allowed a flourish of political and philosophical thought that subsequently defined western civilisation it further explores the contrasts
between spartan and athenian culture the ideal preparation for the final examinations all content is presented by experts and
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experienced teachers in a clear and accessible narrative ancient literary and visual sources are described and analysed with supporting
images helpful student features include study questions further reading and boxes focusing in on key people events and terms practice
questions and exam guidance prepare students for assessment a companion website is available at bloomsbury com anc hist as a level
OCR Ancient History AS and A Level Component 1 2017-07-13 the second edition of sport and spectacle in the ancient world updates
donald g kyle s award winning introduction to this topic covering the ancient near east up to the late roman empire challenges
traditional scholarship on sport and spectacle in the ancient world and debunks claims that there were no sports before the ancient
greeks explores the cultural exchange of greek sport and roman spectacle and how each culture responded to the other s entertainment
features a new chapter on sport and spectacle during the late roman empire including christian opposition to pagan games and the roman
response covers topics including violence professionalism in sport class gender and eroticism and the relationship of spectacle to political
structures
Sport and Spectacle in the Ancient World 2014-11-05 people live by ideas which help them to make sense of their experiences yet
different people live by different ideas without an attempt to communicate and comprehend they would at best be unable to share at
worst be obliged to fight this book is concerned with communicating and comprehending it takes the view that ideas matter and that a
dialogue with alternative worldviews is a civilised exercise in tolerance economic thought and political theory concentrates on the ideas
of plato steuart mill schumpeter hayek buchanan the catholic social economists and the property rights tradition the focus is dual the
market and the state as interdisciplinary as the modern mixed economy as contemporary as the search for middle way economic thought
and political theory will be of interest to all thinkers determined to find a good balance between individuals autonomy and
governmental leadership
Economic Thought and Political Theory 2012-12-06 this systematic analysis of the stoic school concentrates on zeno s republic using
textual evidence the author examines the stoic ideals that initiated the natural law tradition of western political thought
The Stoic Idea of the City 1999-07 citizenship in antiquity brings together scholars working on the multifaceted and changing
dimensions of citizenship in the ancient mediterranean from the second millennium bce to the first millennium ce adopting a
multidisciplinary and comparative perspective the chapters in this volume cover numerous periods and regions from the ancient near
east through the greek and hellenistic worlds and pre roman north africa to the roman empire and its continuations and with excursuses
to modernity the contributors to this book adopt various contemporary theories demonstrating the manifold meanings and ways of
defining the concept and practices of citizenship and belonging in ancient societies and in turn of non citizenship and non belonging
whether citizenship was defined by territorial belonging or blood descent by privileged or exclusive access to resources or participation
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in communal decision making or by a sense of group belonging such identifications were also open to discursive redefinitions and
manipulation citizenship and belonging as well as non citizenship and non belonging had many shades and degrees citizenship could be
bought or faked or even removed by casting light on different areas of the mediterranean over the course of antiquity the volume seeks
to explore this multi layered notion of citizenship and contribute to an ongoing and relevant discourse citizenship in antiquity offers a
wide ranging comprehensive collection suitable for students and scholars of citizenship politics and society in the ancient mediterranean
world as well as those working on citizenship throughout history interested in taking a comparative approach
Citizenship in Antiquity 2023-06-30 a controversial interpretation of greek military history
Slaves, Warfare, and Ideology in the Greek Historians 2002-05-09 this volume of twenty two articles offers jared s klein some indo
european systems of conjunction rigveda old persian homer ramond westbrook the trial scene in the iliad thomas k hubbard remaking
myth and rewriting history cult tradition in pindar s ninth nemean william f wyatt jr the root of parmenides joe park poe entrance
announcements and entrance speeches in greek tragedy edward m harris pericles praise of athenian democracy thucydides 2 37 1 simon
hornblower the religious dimension to the peloponnesian war or what thucydides does not tell us michael haslam hidden signs aratus
diosemeiai 46ff vergil georgics 1 424ff ralph m rosen mixing of genres and literary program in herodas 8 lowell edmunds lucilius 730m a
scale of power cynthia damon sex cloelius scriba brent vine on the missing fourth stanza of catullus 51 henri j w wijsman female power
in georgics 3 269 270 garth tissol an allusion to callimachus aetia 3 in vergil s aeneid 11 a s hollis hellenistic colouring in virgil s aeneid g
p goold paralipomena propertiana christina s kraus how not to end a sentence the problem of que r j tarrant nights at the copa
observations on language and date j linderski aes olet petronius 50 7 and martial 9 59 11 ian rutherford inverting the canon hermogenes
on literature dana r miller found a folio of the lost full commentary of john chrysostom on jeremiah and otto skutsch recollection of
scholars i have known
The Imaginary Polis 2005 an authoritative and refreshingly original consideration of the government and culture of ancient sparta and
her place in greek history for centuries ancient sparta has been glorified in song fiction and popular art yet the true nature of a
civilization described as a combination of democracy and oligarchy by aristotle considered an ideal of liberty in the ages of machiavelli
and rousseau and viewed as a forerunner of the modern totalitarian state by many twentieth century scholars has long remained a
mystery in a bold new approach to historical study noted historian paul rahe attempts to unravel the spartan riddle by deploying the
regime oriented political science of the ancient greeks pioneered by herodotus thucydides plato xenophon and polybius in order to
provide a more coherent picture of government art culture and daily life in lacedaemon than has previously appeared in print and to
explore the grand strategy the spartans devised before the arrival of the persians in the aegean
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Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 1992 commentary providing a greek text with detailed philological literary and historical notes
The Spartan Regime 2016-01-01 although much has been written on greek and roman slavery slave resistance has typically been
dismissed as historically insignificant and those revolts that are documented are portrayed as wholly exceptional and resulting from
peculiar historical circumstances that had little to do with the intrinsic views or organizational capabilities of the slaves themselves in this
book theresa urbainczyk challenges the current orthodoxy and argues that there were many more slave revolts than is usually assumed
and they were far from insignificant historically she carefully dissects ancient and modern interpretations to show that there was every
reason for the writers who recorded and re recorded the slave rebellions and wars to repress or to reconfigure any larger scale slave
resistance as something other than what it was further she shows that we often have the accounts that we do because of the
happenstance of certain ancient authors having been particularly interested in creating accounts of them for their own interests
urbainczyk argues that we need to look beyond the canonical sources and episodes to see a bigger history of long term resistance of slaves
to their enslavement
Herodotus: Histories Book IX 2002-12-05 this work presents a new critical edition of the spartan constitution a treatise in state philosophy
attributed to the historian xenophon c 430 c 355 b c the greek text reconstructed on the basis of extant manuscript sources is prefaced by
an introduction and supplemented by a critical commentary and an english translation the introduction discusses the problem of the text
s authenticity and dating and provides a comprehensive account of its sources reception language style and structure as well as an
analysis of the manuscript sources and the textual tradition the commentary addresses linguistic as well as historical problems
Slave Revolts in Antiquity 2016-06-16 this festschrift includes a range of essays mirroring the diverse abilities of the honoree a j graham
in ancient greek and roman constitutional history military history and colonization the articles feature discussions of individual problems
in politics epigraphy historiography numismatics and archaeology including topics such as the battle of actium the senatus consultum de
bacchanalibus the spartan constitution democracy in camarina persian coinage mercenary soldiers the origins of both greek and roman
historical writing cult practice at berezan the athenian long walls the peloponnesian war and various aspects of greek colonization and
roman provincial policy
Xenophon's Spartan Constitution 2012-08-09 examines how location confers cultural meaning on acts of violence and renders them
socially acceptable or not
Oikistes 2017-09-18 song of wrath tells the story of classical athens victorious ten years war 431 421 bc against grim sparta the first decade
of the terrible peloponnesian war that turned the golden age of greece to lead historian j e lendon presents a sweeping tale of pitched
battles by land and sea sieges sacks raids and deeds of cruelty and guile along with courageous acts of mercy surprising charity austere
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restraint and arrogant resistance recounting the rise of democratic athens to great power status and the resulting fury of authoritarian
sparta greece s traditional leader lendon portrays the causes and strategy of the war as a duel over national honor a series of acts of
revenge a story of new pride challenging old song of wrath is the first work of ancient greek history for the post cold war generation
The Topography of Violence in the Greco-Roman World 2016-06-15 in this revised edition matthew dillon and lynda garland have
expanded the chronological range of ancient greece to include the greek world of the fourth century the sourcebook now ranges from
the first lines of greek literature to the death of alexander the great covering all of the main historical periods and social phenomena of
ancient greece the material is taken from a variety of sources historians inscriptions graffiti law codes epitaphs decrees drama and poetry
it includes the major literary authors but also covers a wide selection of writers including many non athenian authors whilst focusing on
the main cities of ancient greece athens and sparta the sourcebook also draws on a wide range of material concerning the greeks in egypt
italy sicily asia minor and the black sea ancient greece covers not only the chronological political history of ancient greece but also
explores the full spectrum of greek life through topics such as gender social class race and labour this revised edition includes two
completely new chapters the rise of macedon and alexander the great 336 323 bc new material in the chapters on the city state religion
in the greek world tyrants and tyranny the peloponnesian war and its aftermath labour slaves serfs and citizens and women sexuality
and the family it is structured so that thematically arranged chapters arranged allow students to build up gradually knowledge of the
ancient greek world introductory essays to each chapter give necessary background to understand topic areas linking commentaries help
students understand the source extracts and what they reveal about the ancient greeks ancient greece social and historical documents
from archaic times to the death of alexander the great third edition will continue to be a definitive collection of source material on the
society and culture of the greeks
Song of Wrath 2010-11-02 the complex role warfare played in ancient greek and roman civilizations is examined through coverage of
key wars and battles important leaders armies organizations and weapons and other noteworthy aspects of conflict conflict in ancient
greece and rome the definitive political social and military encyclopedia is an outstandingly comprehensive reference work on its
subject covering wars battles places individuals and themes this thoroughly cross referenced three volume set provides essential support
to any student or general reader investigating ancient greek history and conflicts as well as the social and political institutions of the
roman republic and empire the set covers ancient greek history from archaic times to the roman conquest and ancient roman history
from early rome to the fall of the western roman empire in 476 ce it features a general foreword prefaces to both sections on greek
history and roman history and maps and chronologies of events that precede each entry section each section contains alphabetically
ordered articles including ones addressing topics not traditionally considered part of military history such as noncombatants and war and
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gender followed by cross references to related articles and suggested further reading also included are glossaries of greek and latin terms
topically organized bibliographies and selected primary documents in translation
Ancient Greece 2010-06-18 until the 1980s historical treatments of ancient religion focused mainly on myth cult and ritual as a way to
interpret the mental structures or primary emotions of ancient peoples but in the last few decades a political turn in the study of religion
has taken hold this volume serves to diversify our understanding of the political conceptualizations and implementations of religious
practice in the ancient mediterranean region from the 7th century bce to the 4th century ce in both greek and roman contexts the
underlying question taken up here is in what situations was greco roman religious practice articulated communicated and perceived in
political contexts both real and imagined written by experts in the fields of archaeology linguistics art history historiography political
science and religion the chapters of this volume engage the plurality and the diversity of the greco roman religious experience as it
receives and negotiates power relations
Conflict in Ancient Greece and Rome [3 volumes] 2016-06-27 the spartan legend has inspired and captivated subsequent generations
with evidence of its legacy found in both the roman and british empires the spartans are our ancestors every bit as much as the
athenians but while athens promoted democracy individualism culture and society their great rivals sparta embodied militarism
totalitarianism segregation and brutal repression as ruthless as they were self sacrificing their devastatingly successful war rituals made
the spartans the ultimate fighting force epitomized by thermopylae while slave masters to the helots for over three centuries spartan
women such as helen of troy were free to indulge in education dance and sport interspersed with the personal biographies of leading
figures and based on thirty years research paul cartledge s the spartans tracks the people from 480 to 360 bc charting sparta s progression
from the great power of the aegean greek world to its ultimate demise
���� 1991 brill s companion to insurgency and terrorism in the ancient mediterranean provides readers with current research on
these forms of conflict and response in the ancient near east persia greece egypt and rome from the second millennium bce to the third
century ce
Political Religions in the Greco-Roman World 2019-06-04 nikephoros 26 2013 aufsätze maria christidis theseus mehr als ein nationalheld
zum kampanischen lekanisdeckel der universität graz thomas heine nielsen a note on the athloi in drakon s homicide law evangelos
albanidis exercise in moderation health perspectives of hellenic antiquity cecilia nobili celebrating sporting victories in classical sparta
epinician odes and epigrams filippo canali de rossi addizione di alcuni vincitori olimpici al catalogo degli olympionikai il caso di euagoras
andrew farrington the pythia of sicyon reyes bertolin cebrian change in methods of athlete development in hellenistic and roman
imperial sport christoph ebner rechtliche aspekte der tierhetzen in rom von der republik bis in die spätantike jean paul thuillier factions
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du cirque et propriétaires de haras dans l espagne romaine lucas christopoulos combat sports professionalism in medieval china 220 960 ad
marcel simonis alea iacta est antikenrezeption in modernen brettspielen stephan wassong olympic historiography in germany the main
topics and the challenges bibliographie zinon papakonstantinou sofie remijsen the annual bibliography of sport in antiquity 2013
rezensionen paul christesen donald g kyle eds a companion to sport and spectacle in greek and roman antiquity malden ma wiley
blackwell 2013 mark golden demetrios g papageorgiou olumpia kai olumpiakoi agwnej athen kapon 2013 wolfgang decker hazel dodge
spectacle in the roman world london new york bristol classical press 2011 jean paul thuillier martin steskal martino la torre das
vediusgymnasium in ephesos archäologie und baubefund wien verlag der Öaw 2008 peter scherrer drei neuerscheinungen zu agonistik
gymnastik und anderen formen der freizeitkultur in der spätantike ingomar weiler günter mansfeld der held auf dem wagen wolfgang
decker
The Spartans 2012-09-20 xenophon and the history of his times examines xenophon s longer historical works the hellenica and the
anabasis dillery considers how far these texts reflect the greek intellectual world of the fourth and fifth centuries b c rather than
focusing on the traditional question of how accurate they are as histories through analysis of the complete corpus of xenophon s work
and the writings of his contemporaries xenophon is shown to be very much a man of his times concerned with topical issues ranging
from panhellenism and utopia to how far the gods controlled human history this book will be valuable reading for students on ancient
history courses and for all those interested in greek political and philosophical thought
Brill's Companion to Insurgency and Terrorism in the Ancient Mediterranean 2015-11-24 violence and community were intimately
linked in the ancient world while various aspects of violence have been long studied on their own warfare revolution murder theft
piracy there has been little effort so far to study violence as a unified field and explore its role in community formation this volume aims
to construct such an agenda by exploring the historiography of the study of violence in antiquity and highlighting a number of
important paradoxes of ancient violence it explores the forceful nexus between wealth power and the passions by focusing on three
major aspects that link violence and community the attempts of communities to regulate and canalise violence through law the
constitutive role of violence in communal identities and the ways in which communities dealt with violence in regards to private and
public space landscapes and territories the contributions to this volume range widely in both time and space temporally they cover the
full span from the archaic to the roman imperial period while spatially they extend from athens and sparta through crete arcadia and
macedonia to egypt and israel
Nikephoros - Zeitschrift für Sport und Kultur im Altertum 2016-10-04 recasts plutarch s lives as a work of political philosophy emerging
from the imperial encounter of greece and rome
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Xenophon And The History Of His Times 2002-11-01 the hellenistic age witnessed a dynamic increase of cultural fusion and
entanglement across the mediterranean and eurasian worlds amid seismic changes in the world writ large the regions of central greece
and the peloponnese have often been considered a cultural space left behind localism in hellenistic greece explores how various processes
impacted the countless small scale local communities of the greek mainland drawing on notions of locality localism local tradition and
boundedness in place sheila l ager and hans beck delve into some of the main hubs of hellenistic greece from thessaly to cape tainaron
along with their contributors they explore how polis and ethnos societies positioned themselves in a swiftly expanding horizon and the
meaning making force of the local the book reveals how local discourses were energized by local sentiments and much like an echo
chamber how discourses related back to the community and the place it occupied prioritizing the local as the critical source of communal
orientation engaging with debates about cultural connectivity and convergence localism in hellenistic greece offers new insights into
lived experience in ancient greece
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